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Vegan
Mastering bread and pastry at home, from sourdough to pizza, croissants to
doughnuts. Best known for Justin's world-famous doughnuts, the Bread Ahead
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Bakery in Borough Market is also home to their Bakery School, where thousands
have learned to make sourdough, croissants, Swedish ryebread, pizza and much
more besides. Now, using this book, you can too, from the comfort of your own
home. Divided into sections including English, French, Italian, American, Eastern
European and Nordic baking, there are also chapters on sourdough, gluten-free
baking and flatbreads. Last but not least, there is of course a chapter on doughnuts
- everything you need to know to make Justin's famed 'pillows of joy', from the
classic vanilla custard to salted honeycomb.

Dinner's in the Oven
Sharing her cost-cutting principles and tips, the creator of the Budget Bytes blog
presents a vast array of easy and healthy recipes that are full of flavor but won't
break the bank. Original. 40,000 first printing.

Five Ingredient Vegan
Cook quick and easy delicious meals by letting your oven do the work. The
Roasting Tin has recipes for 75 delicious one-dish dinners ranging from chicken
traybakes to supergrains. The concept is simple: easy ingredients, a few minutes
prep, and let the oven do the work. Each chapter also includes a helpful
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infographic for how to build you own roasting tin dinner using whatever is in your
fridge tonight. These recipes are for anyone who wants to eat nutritious food made
from scratch.

Feed Me Vegan
The must-have cookbook from the UK's most popular food blog, Americanized for a
US audience! For breakfast, lunch, dinner, and desserts, Kate Allinson and Kay
Featherstone's pinchofnom.com has helped millions of people cook delicious food
and lose weight. With over 100 incredible recipes, the Pinch of Nom cookbook can
help beginner and experienced home-cooks alike enjoy exciting, flavorful, and
satisfying meals. From Chicken Fajita Pie and Vegetable Tagine to Cheesecake
Stuffed Strawberries and Tiramisu, this food is so good you’ll never guess the
calorie count. Each recipe is labeled with icons to guide you toward the ones to eat
tonight—whether you’re looking for a vegetarian dish, hoping to create a takeout
meal, want to feed a family of four or more, or have limited time to shop, prep, and
cook. Pinch of Nom is the go-to home cookbook for mouthwatering meals that work
for readers on Weight Watchers, counting carbs and calories, or following any other
goal-oriented eating program.

M is for Mexican
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The Green Roasting Tin is the only vegetarian and vegan cookbook you need in
2020. Seventy-five easy one-tin recipes: half vegan, half vegetarian, all delicious.
With all of the meals in this book, you simply pop your ingredients in a tin and let
the oven do the work. From flexitarians to families, this book is for anyone who
wants to eat easy veg and plant- based meals using everyday ingredients and
store cupboard staples. ‘This book will earn a place in kitchens up and down the
country’ Nigella Lawson ‘Wonderful. So delicious. So easy’ Nina Stibbe

The Green Roasting Tin
Tin Can Magic does exactly what it says on the tin – simple, delicious recipes using
tinned ingredients Jessica Elliott Dennison understands the importance of having a
capsule-wardrobe style cupboard of cheap, familiar tinned items that can be
tweaked every week to create an interesting, seasonal menu. This book helps you
do just that – focusing on easy meal solutions based around what readers might
already have to hand, with smart ideas for adding flavour, freshness and contrast.
Try your hand at Ramen-style miso noodles with crispy garlic and spring onion;
Za'atar chicken and whipped butter bean dip, burnt greens and lemon; or Crispy
coconut milk pancakes with prawns and garlic vinegar. If you're in the mood for
something sweet, why not rustle up the Lemon pudding, Hazelnut frangipane
cherry galettes or Miso-salted caramel? Tin Can Magic shows you that, with a little
bit of guidance, and a tin or two from the back of the cupboard, you can create
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mouthwatering meals for any night of the week.

MOB Kitchen
One of the Guardian's Best Books on Food of 2017 Shortlisted for the Fortnum and
Mason's Debut Food Book Award Winner of World Gourmand Award for Food
Writing. 'A work of rare joy I could not love it more' SARAH PERRY. 'A cookbook for
readers' NIGELLA LAWSON. Paddington Bear's marmalade, a Neopolitan pizza with
Elena Ferrante, afternoon tea at Manderley Here are 100 delicious recipes inspired
by cookery writer Kate Young's well-stocked bookshelves. From Before Noon
breakfasts and Around Noon lunches to Family Dinners and Midnight Feasts, The
Little Library Cookbook captures the magic and wonder of the meals enjoyed by
some of our best-loved fictional characters. 'If food can comfort, so can books' THE
GUARDIAN. 'Bringing together two of our greatest loves, food and books An
absolute joy' STYLIST. 'Has great charm and is a very good read Part of the delight
is in seeing what Young has come up with' DIANA HENRY.

The Modern Multi-cooker Cookbook
Make every day feel like the weekend with the first official cookbook from Channel
4’s Sunday Brunch. Cheers Tim! Cheers Simon! Enjoy 100 delicious, fuss-free and
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easy recipes from your favourite weekend food and chat show. Find quick and easy
mid-week meals, simple slow cooking, and dinners you can get on the table in
under 30-minutes. Make lazy breakfasts and brunches, roasts, curries, bbqs and
delicious sharing plates for the whole family or to share with friends. And don’t
forget about pudding and drinkipoos! Discover proper home comforts and your
new family favourites in this gorgeous new cookbook. Includes brand new dishes
as well as popular recipes from the show, such as: Sweet & Sour Crispy Fish Bites,
Korean Sticky Pork Belly, Filthy Dirty Ham & Cheese Toastie, Blueberry Pancakes
with Eggs & Bacon, Moroccan Carrot & Avocado Salad, Rump Steak with Kale
Salad, San Francisco Fish Stew, Chilli Aubergines with Smoked Feta, Chicken Katsu
Curry Burger, Mushroom Puri, Salted Popcorn Brownies, Strawberry, Watermelon &
Rose Jelly Mousse AND MORE!

Vegetarian Dinner's in the Oven
BOSH! became widely successful as the biggest and fastest-growing plant-based
food channel on the web, reaching over 25 million people a month. Their mission to
eat more plant-based foods went mainstream with the publication of their first
book, BOSH!, which introduced readers to their fun, crowd-pleasing vegan recipes.
Now, the guys from BOSH! are at it again with even more unbelievable vegan
recipes. Filled with more than 120 unmissable new favorite dishes, BISH BASH
BOSH! will show readers, vegan or not, how imaginative and easy plant-based food
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can be. These simple, no-fuss recipes will pack in the flavor with unbelievable
results. Recipes will include: Cheeseburger Dough Balls Ultimate Falafel Wraps with
3-Ingredient Flatbreads, Hummus, and Chili Jam Cauli Tandoori Kebab with Mint
Raita and Quick Pickle Crunchy Carnival Salad Beet and Herb Tarte Tatin Classic
Lasagna BBQ Beans with Mushroom Burnt Ends Cinnamon Swirl Pancakes Banana
Bread Donuts Lemon Drizzle Cake From brilliant breakfasts and easy-prep lunches
to weeknight suppers and fantastic feasts, every dish will be a showstopper. Ian
and Henry will even include recipes for a completely meat-free Christmas, and a
meal prep plan to set yourself up for easy plant-based cooking.

Pinch of Nom
Plant-based diets are quickly becoming a way of life, but Kyra de Vreeze has been
cooking this way for years. The 40 recipes gathered in this book are mouthwatering, homemade and nutritious. Most are simple, some are indulgent and all
are made with natural, preferably seasonal ingredients. Her work has been
featured in Yoga Magazine, Happinez, and Elle Food, among others. These are the
most popular dishes from Kyra's Kitchen website, including brand new recipes and
beautiful food photography.

Bish Bash Bosh!
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From the author of 15 Minute Vegan, Five Ingredient Vegan showcases simple yet
exciting recipes using five ingredients or fewer. It's perfect for vegans and nonvegans alike looking for effortless ways to introduce plant-based meals into their
everyday cooking. Katy Beskow is the expert on making easy meals for home
cooks – even if you're not confident in the kitchen or with vegan cooking. Using
ingredients available from your local supermarket and with a list of larder
essentials, plus helpful tips throughout, you'll have everything you need to fill food
with taste and texture. With 100 recipes covering Basics (Baba ganoush,
3-ingredient beer bread, Citrus tabbouleh, Green apple salsa), Soups (Lemony
super greens, Country lentil pottage, Spicy noodle soup, Pantry minestrone),
Lunches (Santorini tomato fritters, Welsh rarebit stuffed potatoes, Spicy bean and
avocado wraps, Spinach pancakes), Suppers (Baked aubergine with dukkah,
Roasted cherry tomato risotto, Pumpkin and sage macaroni, Pear and butterbean
traybake), and Sweets (Carrot cake porridge, Zesty bread and butter pudding,
Coconut panna cotta, Blood orange granita), you too can get maximum flavour
with minimal fuss – all with just five ingredients.

The Flexible Pescatarian
One roasting tray, one complete meal – no fuss, and minimal washing up! Move
over one-pot: one-tray is the quickest, easiest way to make fast, tasty meals in the
oven. You can make entire family suppers just in a roasting tin or an oven tray –
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everything from breakfasts like baked apple porridge or Shakshuka, to handy
snacks, lunches and warm salads including quick flatbreads and frittatas, through
to warming gratins, risottos and roasts, and of course, delectable cakes and
traybake puddings like peanut butter and caramel brownies. Sue Quinn is a wizard
at simple, economical family cooking and her recipes cover every meal of the day –
all in one tray. With straightforward instructions and no-nonsense tips for getting
the most flavour out of your cooking, not only will you have everyday meal
solutions but less hassle and mess in the kitchen.

The Ultimate Dehydrator Cookbook
As someone who juggles many jobs between being a doctor, a personal trainer and
an author, I understand how difficult it can be to prioritise food and eating well. I
wanted to create a collection of beautiful recipes that are not only nutritious and
great tasting, but super quick and simple to make, using only a handful of
ingredients. The Fuel Up section is designed for just that - it is where you will find
my recipes for grab-and-go breakfasts, lunches on the run and dinners that take
less than 30 minutes to satisfy you after a long day at work! However, I truly
believe that when we do have the time to cook a meal, bake some bread and sit
down with friends and family to share some food, we should totally embrace those
moments. This is where the Power Down section comes in: for when you're not in a
hurry, I have included my chosen recipes for lazy weekend brunches, family
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dinners, breads and teatime treats. This is a cookbook that will help you fall in love
with cooking and improve your relationship with food, so that you approach it not
only as a source of nutrients, but also happiness, satisfaction and health. Hazel x
Includes more than 100 recipes PLUS: - 10 'no recipe recipes' for emergency
snacks + meal prep hacks for maintaining a healthy lifestyle when you're busy - an
introduction to Hazel's five store-cupboard saviours, including 10 ways to cook with
each one - a key for special dietary requirements including vegetarian, vegan,
gluten-free and low sugar - nutritional advice covering the basics of nutrition, how
to meet your 5-a-day and special nutritional requirements for a plant-based diet features on how to live well for optimum health, with information on sleep,
meditation, mindfulness and mindful eating

Roasting Tray Magic
Available for the first time in an American edition, this debut cookbook, from
bestselling authors Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami Tamimi of Plenty and Jerusalem,
features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi restaurants and inspired
by the diverse culinary traditions of the Mediterranean. Yotam Ottolenghi’s four
eponymous restaurants—each a patisserie, deli, restaurant, and bakery rolled into
one—are among London’s most popular culinary destinations. Now available for
the first time in an American edition and updated with US measurements
throughout, this debut cookbook from the celebrated, bestselling authors of
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Jerusalem and Plenty features 140 recipes culled from the popular Ottolenghi
restaurants and inspired by the diverse culinary traditions of the Mediterranean.
The recipes reflect the authors’ upbringings in Jerusalem yet also incorporate
culinary traditions from California, Italy, and North Africa, among others. Featuring
abundant produce and numerous fish and meat dishes, as well as Ottolenghi’s
famed cakes and breads, Ottolenghi invites you into a world of inventive flavors
and fresh, vibrant cooking.

Baking School
Over 100 authentic, seasonal recipes from Persian cook and food blogger, Maryam
Sinaiee. Nightingales and Roses offers you a true taste of Persian home cooking.
Iranian food blogger and cook, Maryam Sinaiee, takes us through a full year in the
Persian kitchen, explaining the stories and traditions behind each delicious dish.
From Lamb and Aubergine Stew and Baked Fish with Tamarind to Rosewater Ice
Cream and Saffron Rice Pudding, Maryam's recipes reveal the diverse range of
flavours that make up this unique cuisine. Beautifully photographed throughout,
this is the perfect introduction to real Iranian food.

The Sunday Brunch Cookbook
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In Martin Nordin's second book, he brings us a host of mouthwatering, modern
vegetarian recipes, using the most elemental and ancient method of cooking: fire.
Not just a barbecue cookbook, Fire, Smoke, Green is broken up into seven chapters
that cover everything you need to know about making great food over the flame:
from grilling directly onto fire, to cooking with indirect fire, smoked recipes and
even wood-fired pizza. Atmospheric photography and charming illustrations
throughout bring you something other than your average vegetarian cookbook – as
lovers of Martin's first book Green Burgers will attest, his approach to meat-free
cooking is anything but boring. Try the Roasted and smoked potatoes with beercaramelised onions; the Fennel roots with shiitake, green onion, buckwheat and
herb oil; or Harissa-marinated sweet potato with grilled cabbage leaves and black
dukkah. Or if you still can't get enough of the burger recipes, why not try the
Courgette and mungbean burgers with sriracha mayonnaise and furikake, washed
down with a smoky mezcal with grilled grapefruit.

The Middle Eastern Kitchen
Hugh's River Cottage Veg Every Day! became the UK's best-selling vegetable
cookbook, persuading us through sheer temptation to make vegetables the
mainstay of our daily cooking. In this much-anticipated follow-up, Hugh delivers
more irresistible recipes, and this time, takes things one step further. Fuelled by
his passionate belief that plant foods should be the dominant force in our kitchens,
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Hugh has put cheese, butter, cream, eggs, and refined flour and sugar firmly to
one side. Instead, he uses veg, fruit, wholegrains, nuts, seeds, spices and coldpressed oils to explore the length and breadth of what can be achieved with
natural, unprocessed plant foods. River Cottage Much More Veg! makes it clear
that unadulterated ingredients are the very best building blocks for delicious and
healthy meals. In typical Hugh style, the recipes are easy, utterly foolproof and
delicious. All but a handful are gluten-free, and at least half the dishes require 20
minutes (or less) hands-on work time. With recipes such as Roast squash and
chickpeas with spicy apricot sauce, Blackened cauliflower with pecans and tahini,
Spiced beetroot, radicchio and orange traybake, Celeriac and seaweed miso broth,
Seared summer cabbage with rosemary, chilli and capers, and Baked celery
agrodolce, River Cottage Much More Veg! demonstrates how easy it is to make
versatile, plentiful and delicious vegetables the bedrock of your diet.

Nom Nom Paleo
BEST VEGAN COOKBOOK WINNER IN THE PETA VEGAN FOOD AWARDS 2017
Packed with comforting, easy-to-make and totally delicious recipes, Feed Me Vegan
shows you can be vegan and still have your cake (and mac and cheese, and
lasagne, and pancakes) and eat it. Passionate vegan Lucy Watson has you covered
with tempting meals from breakfast to supper - as well as all the sweet treats and
snacks you need in between! Enough to turn the head of even the most dedicated
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carnivore, Feed Me Vegan is full of tasty, satisfying vegan fare which will have
everyone asking for seconds. Whether you're already a full-time vegan,
considering making the switch or just trying to cut down on meats, fish and dairy,
this book is sure to add new favourite recipes to your repertoire. Recipes Include: ·
Fry-Up · French Toast with Spiced Plums · Cauliflower Wings · Mushroom Mac and
Cheese · Ultimate Cheeseburger · Pad Thai · Oreo Thickshake · Chocolate Fudge
Cake · Hot Cinnamon Jam Doughnuts · Miso Aubergine and Mushroom Gyoza

Ottolenghi
101 tried-and-tested recipes for your electric multi-cooker that will change your
life! Expert nutritionist Jenny Tschiesche’s tried-and-tested recipes provide a
wealth of ideas for family meals from a 15-minute risotto to a leg of lamb. It can
sauté vegetables in five minutes and cook a whole chicken in 20 so is it any
wonder that the Instant Pot has taken the online community by a storm! The cult
phenomenon that is the multifunctional electric cooker is able to slow cook, steam,
pressure cook and even sauté. The combination of steam and pressure cooks food
fast, making everything from tender roasts through to perfectly cooked curries in a
flash. For active people and busy families it’s a miraculous time saver. Textures
and tastes, which would otherwise take hours, can be created in minutes and
healthy, nutritious meals are just a press of a button away!
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River Cottage Much More Veg
“Ice cream perfection in a word: Jeni’s.” –Washington Post James Beard Award
Winner: Best Baking and Dessert Book of 2011! At last, addictive flavors, and a
breakthrough method for making creamy, scoopable ice cream at home, from the
proprietor of Jeni’s Splendid Ice Creams, whose artisanal scooperies in Ohio are
nationally acclaimed. Now, with her debut cookbook, Jeni Britton Bauer is on a
mission to help foodies create perfect ice creams, yogurts, and sorbets—ones that
are every bit as perfect as hers—in their own kitchens. Frustrated by icy and
crumbly homemade ice cream, Bauer invested in a $50 ice cream maker and
proceeded to test and retest recipes until she devised a formula to make creamy,
sturdy, lickable ice cream at home. Filled with irresistible color photographs, this
delightful cookbook contains 100 of Jeni’s jaw-droppingly delicious signature
recipes—from her Goat Cheese with Roasted Cherries to her Queen City Cayenne
to her Bourbon with Toasted Buttered Pecans. Fans of easy-to-prepare desserts
with star quality will scoop this book up. How cool is that?

Veggie Lean in 15
Tin Can Cook
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You don't have to be vegan to love vegan food. Want to cook vegan food at home
but don't know where to start? Think vegan food is expensive? Unsure where to
find the ingredients? Think again! Don't let anyone tell you vegan food is bland,
boring or complicated. Roxy and Ben, creators of 'So Vegan' - one of the world's
leading vegan recipe channels - will show you how to create fun and super tasty
vegan recipes using just five ingredients, proving once and for all that vegan food
is for everyone. So whether you're a full-time vegan, a curious carnivore or simply
somewhere in between, So Vegan in 5 is your go-to guide for eating more delicious
plants, packed with budget-friendly and time-saving recipes for the everyday cook.
Vegan couple Roxy and Ben launched 'So Vegan' just over two years ago with the
mission to revolutionise the way we think about vegan food. Nothing like So Vegan
existed at the time, so the couple decided to take a leap of faith: they devoted all
their spare time to developing and filming plant-powered recipes from their cosy
south London flat. Fast forward to today, their channel now has over one million
followers and their recipes reach a staggering tens of millions of people around the
world every month. This book is bursting with over 100 exciting, all-vegan, low-cost
and low-ingredient recipes for the time-poor cook. You'll find quick and easy
breakfasts, simple and healthy light meals, classic dinners and indulgent desserts,
plus so much more. As well as stunning everyday recipes and foodie tips, the book
also contains helpful advice on how to live a more sustainable life. Being vegan
just became easy. "So Vegan in 5 showcases fun and simple recipes and lots of
inspiration for Meat Free Mondays!" - Paul McCartney 'Here is a cookbook that
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makes it even easier to make delicious vegan food for someone who can't cook at
all, like me! Thank you, Roxy & Ben.' - Chris Martin, Coldplay 'A must-have
cookbook if you're looking for super simple and tasty vegan recipes during
Veganuary!' - Veganuary

So Vegan in 5
Whether you have only half an hour or an entire afternoon, the 75 recipes featured
in Vegetarian Dinner's in the Oven are healthy, simple, and require minimal prep
and cleanup. Easily prepared in one pan, these vegetarian and vegan recipes are
organized into cooking times—from quick dishes requiring 30 minutes or less to full
meals that are ready in less than an hour to slow recipes that take an hour or
more. Featuring menu-planning ideas, helpful infographics, and showstopping
photos of almost every dish for your own green one-pan recipe, this vibrant
cookbook is great for entertaining friends and family.

Budget Bytes
Delicious Food For Less. Minimum fuss, maximum flavour, completely vegetarian
and all for £1 per person. Bestselling author Miguel Barclay shot to fame as 'The
One Pound Chef', delivering easy recipes that really work, at prices everyone can
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afford. His goal is simple: to encourage you to cook simple and tasty meals at
home and all for £1 per person. With his ingenious recipes and budget-friendly
cookbooks, he's here to show you how to cook nutritious vegetarian food without
the expense, using everyday cupboard staples and familiar ingredients. Meat-Free
One Pound Meals - the fifth book in the series - includes over 85 vegetarian
recipes, to not only help save you money and get healthy but also help you do your
bit for the planet. Pocket-friendly vegetarian recipes from the One Pound Chef.

The Roasting Tin
100 all-new quick and easy plant-based recipes by bestselling author and founder
of Deliciously Ella. Ella's new collection shows us that vegan cooking doesn't have
to be difficult or time-consuming. It's easy to embrace a plant-based lifestyle with
her fuss-free, simple recipes that cater for our busy lives. Divided into 7 sections,
the new book offers recipes with an approximate cooking time, showing you how to
make simple meals that will satisfy your taste buds and inspire you every day.
Delicious breakfasts - from quick pancakes to fruity smoothies and easy toasttoppers Lunches, Dips & Dressings - an array of healthy plant-based options
10-Minute- and 20-Minute Meals, plant-based eating doesn't have to be
complicated or time-consuming - quick pasta dishes, simple noodles, hearty
vegetable-laden bowls and Asian-inspired plates Big Batch Cooking - to help you
get ahead and plan your week Sweets - portable bars, flapjacks and slices to
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satisfy your sweet tooth Weekend - impress and delight your friends and family
The ethos of Deliciously Ella is to share abundant recipes that put fruit and
vegetables at the heart of our plates, that taste good and are easy to make.
Alongside this, Ella is keen to embrace all aspects of well-being, prioritizing selfcare. In the book she will share the important insights learned from her charttopping podcast, bringing a wider holistic dimension and personal angle to this
gorgeous, inspiring, healthy cookbook.

Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams at Home
Winner of the OFM Best Food Personality Readers' Award, 2018. A Sunday Times
bestseller. 'An exuberant rebuttal to the idea that good food must be expensive,
farm-fresh and unprocessed.' Ruby Tandoh 'At a time when good food can often be
seen as rather elitist or exclusive, Jack has done an excellent job to create recipes
which are simple, straightforward and delicious.' Felicity Spector Food writer and
anti-poverty campaigner Jack Monroe presents Tin Can Cook, bringing together
seventy-five recipes that you can rustle up from tinned and dried ingredients.
Beautifully designed with accompanying quirky hand-drawn illustrations, this book
is for you if you’ve struggled to make a dish because the recipe calls for an exotic
ingredient you’ve never heard of. Jack does away with the effort; all her dishes are
exciting and new, but you won’t have to look further than your local supermarket
to make them. Jack's recipes include Red Lentil and Mandarin Curry, Catalan Fish
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Stew, Pina Colada Toast and many more delicious and creative ideas. Simple and
affordable, Tin Can Cook strips away the blinding glamour and elitism of many
cookbooks and takes it back to the basics: making great-tasting food with ordinary
ingredients.

Fire, Smoke, Green
From the Oven to the Table
This brand-new series focuses on creating a collection of must-have books filled
with 50 of the most on-trend dishes from around the world. The series will kick off
with M is for Mexican and K is for Korean, which will introduce the ultimate recipes
from each cuisine, all in a highly desirable and on-trend gift package. Each book
covers the 50 recipes that form the fundamentals of these zeitgeist cooking
traditions, merging both ancient dishes and modern interpretations. M is for
Mexican includes the traditional Huevos Rancheros and enchilada dishes, but also
offers more adventurous contemporary reinterpretations such as Caldillo de
Chambarete (broth with beef shanks) and Baja (battered fish) tacos.

Roasting Pan Suppers
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Discover the new book in the bestselling Roasting Tin series. **75 DELICIOUS
FAVOURITES FROM AROUND THE WORLD** The Roasting Tin Around the World
covers all corners of the globe with brand new recipes. The greatest hits from each
region are reworked into quick and easy one-tin meals. The dishes are perfect for
weeknight dinners, at-home lunchboxes and family favourites. Rukmini Iyer's vision
for the roasting tin series is: 'minimum effort, maximum flavour'. This fourth book
really delivers on that with its bold, punchy and global flavours. Just chop a few
ingredients, pop them into a roasting tin and let the oven do the work. Praise for
The Roasting Tin series 'This book will earn a place in kitchens up and down the
country' Nigella Lawson 'This book has changed my life' Juno Dawson 'It's a boon
for any busy household' Jay Rayner 'Wonderful. So delicious. So easy' Nina Stibbe

Ozlem's Turkish Table
A New York Times cookbook best-seller. Nom Nom Paleo is a visual feast, crackling
with humor and packed with stunningly photographed step-by-step recipes free of
gluten, soy, and added sugar. Designed to inspire the whole family to chow down
on healthy, home-cooked meals, this cookbook compiles over 100 foolproof paleo
recipes that demonstrate how fun and flavorful cooking with wholesome
ingredients can be. And did we mention the cartoons? Nom Nom Paleo kicks off
with a fresh introduction to Paleo eating, taking readers on a guided tour of author
Michelle Tam's real-food strategies for stocking the kitchen, saving time, and
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maximizing flavors while maintaining a Paleo lifestyle. Also, sprinkled throughout
the book are enlightening features on feeding kids, packing nutritious lunches,
boosting umami, and much more. But the heart of this book are Michelle's awardwinning primal Paleo recipes, 50 percent of which are brand-new --- even to
diehard fans who own her bestselling iPad cookbook app. Readers can start by
marrying their favorite ingredients with building blocks like Sriracha Mayonnaise,
Louisiana Remoulade, and the infamous Magic Mushroom Powder. These basic
recipes lay the foundation for many of the fabulous delights in the rest of the book
including Eggplant "Ricotta" Stacks, Crab Louie, and Devils on Horseback. There's
something for everyone in this cookbook, from small bites like Apple Chips and
Kabalagala (Ugandan plantain fritters) to family-sized platters of Coconut Pineapple
"Rice" and Siu Yoke (crispy roast pork belly). Crave exotic spices? You won't be
able to resist the fragrant aromas of Fast Pho or Mulligatawny Soup. In the mood
for down-home comforts? Make some Yankee Pot Roast or Chicken Nuggets
drizzled with Lemon Honey Sauce. When a quick weeknight meal is in order, Nom
Nom Paleo can show you how to make Crispy Smashed Chicken or Whole-Roasted
Branzini in less than 30 minutes. And for a cold treat on a hot day, nothing beats
Paleo-diet-friendly Mocha Popsicles or a two-minute Strawberry Banana Ice Cream.
Eating healthy doesn't mean sacrificing flavor. This book gives you "Paleo with
personality," and will make you excited to play in the kitchen again.

The Roasting Tin Around the World
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The dehydrator is an incredibly useful tool for long-term food storage and making
the most of your garden harvest.

Meat-Free One Pound Meals
'A delicious collection of versatile, quick and simple pescatarian inspired dishes, for
all to enjoy!' Gordon Ramsay 'Wow, this is such a wonderful book, just open the
cover and let Jo take you through some really inspiring recipes and ideas and show
you just how simple cooking great seafood can be.' Mitch Tonks Whether you’re
looking to eat less meat, a lover of seafood, or even a dedicated pescatarian, you’ll
find something for you in this book filled with delicious and practical recipes for
every lifestyle from celebrated chef Jo Pratt. Choose between cooking each recipe
as a fish dish, or get creative with some veggie substitutes. From a curried Buddha
bowl to Cornish crab pasties, aromatic cured salmon with pea blinis to a
wholesome and hearty smoky mac ‘n’ cheese, the range of international recipes
spans the globe and are all simple, well-balanced and packed with flavour. As well
as easy approaches on how to cook your fish and hacks for vegetarian options, this
original cookbook shows you how to prepare the perfect fish fillet and handle
whole fish and seafood. With a wide variety of health benefits, there has never
been a better time to join the growing pescatarian movement and expand your
culinary skills.
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The Quick Roasting Tin
From veteran food writer, recipe developer, and creator of the James Beard Awardwinning Jarry magazine comes an innovative approach to vegetarian cooking. What
have I got to eat? It’s a question we ask every time we open up the refrigerator or
pantry door. It might be eggs, some cheese, and half a loaf of bread, or a box of
wilting greens, garlic, and some sweet potatoes. Though these ingredients may not
seem like much to make a delicious meal, recipe developer and author Lukas
Volger knows it’s all you need. In Start Simple he offers a radically new,
uncomplicated, and creative approach to cooking that allows you to use what you
already have on hand to make great meals you didn’t think were possible. Magic
can happen with just a few ingredients: sweet potatoes, tortillas, eggs, cabbage,
hearty greens, beans, winter squash, mushrooms, tofu, summer squash, and
cauliflower. Volger advises readers to stock up on these eleven building blocks
instead of shopping for a single recipe. A protein (tofu, beans, eggs) is a
foundation. A crunchy garnish (cabbage, greens) is a finishing touch. Once these
structural components of a meal are established, home chefs can throw in their
own variations and favorite flavors—mixing, matching, and adding ingredients to
customize their dishes. While Start Simple is a vegetarian cookbook—none of the
recipes include meat—Volger’s approach transcends categories. His methods
aren’t about subscribing to a specific dietary regimen; they are about simply
recognizing and embracing the way people cook and eat today. Creating weekly
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meal plans based on intricate recipes sounds good, but it can be difficult to
execute. Having a well-stocked pantry paired with a choose-you-own adventure
guide to creating simple yet inventive meals is more practical for your average
home cook.

Tin Can Magic
The first veggie cookbook from the nation's favourite healthy cook and fitness
sensation, Joe Wicks aka The Body Coach. Get ready for Joe's vegetarian take on
Lean in 15: The Shift Plan, which is the bestselling diet book of all time. Inside are a
hundred flavour-packed vegetarian recipes, many of which are also vegan, plus
three exclusive Body Coach HIIT workouts and a bonus abs workout. From Smoky
Sweet Potato Chilli to 'Creamy' Butternut Pasta, Veggie Lean in 15 features a
fantastic range of meat-free dishes, all prepared in fifteen minutes flat. The recipes
are ideal for full- and part-time veggies, as well as those wishing to cut down on
eating meat in a healthy and delicious way. There are also plenty of make-ahead
ideas to get you prepping like a boss in no time at all. Joe has more than four
million followers on social media where fans share their personal journeys towards
a leaner, fitter lifestyle. All of his books have been non-fiction number one
bestsellers, and he has sold over 3 million copies in the UK.
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The Green Barbecue
Fresh, simple, delicious, and all made, be it a sheet pan, casserole, or gratin in one
pan—this comprehensive cookbook is a vibrant guide to creating tasty and quick
meals for any time or day of the week. Filled with recipes for 75 satisfying one-dish
meals ranging from Chipotle Chicken Wings with Sweet Potato Wedges to Crispy
Baked Gnocchi with Tomatoes, Basil, Mozzarella & Pine Nuts, these clever dishes
are the ideal solution for busy home cooks looking to eat nutritious food made from
scratch. Bright, fresh photography pairs perfectly with these easy recipes that offer
a modern, elevated twist on dinner.

The Food Medic for Life
The Green Barbecue is the only vegetarian and vegan cookbook you need in 2021.
With summer on the horizon, it's time to make the most of the sunny days by
sticking on the grill and getting some great food on the barbecue. If prepping a
meat-free bbq seems a challenge, think again: this collection of 75 flavour-packed
and mouth-watering recipes is completely meat-free. Whether you're entertaining
for vegetarian guests or you're preparing a flexitarian feast, these recipes are
quick and easy to make, great for all the family and completely fuss-free. With a
wide range of veggie-friendly options, from griddled papaya and charred
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tenderstem to crispy barbecue tofu and dill-soused feta, this is the ultimate veggie
book of 2021, to cook outdoors or in. Over half a million copies now sold of Rukmini
Iyer's Roasting Tin books. Convenient, simple and delicious one-dish cooking: the
go-to books for busy people.

The Little Library Cookbook
Roasting Pan Suppers is filled to the brim with over 70 delicious meals that you can
cook in a single roasting pan or pot. Take a handful of fresh ingredients, spend a
few minutes preparing them, pop them in a pan and let the oven do the work. In
hardly more time than it takes to cook a ready meal, you can have a home-cooked,
nutritious feast. Featuring vibrant meals, from ginger and turmeric chicken with
potato and chickpea curry to lamb steaks in mojo verde with roast potatoes and
green pepper, Roasting Pan Suppers is perfect for anyone wanting to squeeze
nutritious home made meals into a busy lifestyle. The book also contains delicious
vegan and vegetarian meals, including mushrooms stuffed with rice, spinach and
pine nuts and baked pearl barley, peas, beans and green sauce. Filled with fresh,
delicious and hassle-free meals, this book is perfect for anyone who wants to cook
up nutritious food and avoid a sink full of washing up.

Start Simple
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Having taken the social media world by storm with his 1-minute, how-to-make
recipe videos, MOB Kitchen founder Ben Lebus is revitalising home-cooking with
delicious, easy and accessible dishes that absolutely anyone can cook, all on a
budget. This, the first MOB kitchen cookbook, contains all the inspiration you need
to make budget meals to impress your friends and family, any time. Each recipe is
designed to feed four people for under £10. His mission is to mob-ilise cooks
everywhere, young or old, and to inspire them to cook delicious, nutritious and
inexpensive recipes. From Asian-flavoured spaghetti meatballs to the ultimate
homemade falafel pittas, every base is covered, whether your mob is vegan,
vegetarian, meat-loving or health obsessed. The core element of every MOB
Kitchen recipe is that it is affordable, healthy, delicious, beautiful and easily to
make. Unlike most budget cooking sites, MOB Kitchen doesn’t make any absurd
store-cupboard assumptions. All that is expected is that you have salt, pepper,
olive oil and a small budget, nothing more. Teaming up with musicians, as online,
each recipe has a song that’s perfect to play as you cook and can be accessed
directly through Spotify. Chapters include: Brunch MOB, Healthy MOB, Speedy
MOB, Flashy MOB, No-fuss MOB and Fakeaway MOB.

Nightingales and Roses
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'For bung-it-in-the-oven cooks everywhere, this is
a must-have book: Diana Henry has a genius for flavour.' - Nigella Lawson Whether
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you're short of time or just prefer to keep things simple, From the Oven to the
Table shows how the oven can do much of the work that goes into making great
food. Diana Henry's favourite way to cook is to throw ingredients into a dish or
roasting tin, slide them in the oven and let the heat behind that closed door
transform them into golden, burnished meals. Most of the easy-going recipes in
this wonderfully varied collection are cooked in one dish; some are ideas for simple
accompaniments that can be cooked on another shelf at the same time. From
quick after-work suppers to feasts for friends, the dishes are vibrant and modern
and focus on grains, pulses and vegetables as much as meat and fish. With recipes
such as Chicken Thighs with Miso, Sweet Potatoes & Spring Onions, Roast Indianspiced Vegetables with Lime-Coriander Butter, and Roast Stone Fruit with Almond
and Orange Flower Crumbs, Diana shows how the oven is the most useful bit of kit
you have in your kitchen. Praise for How to Eat a Peach: 'This is an extraordinary
piece of food writing, pitch perfect in every way. I couldn't love anyone who didn't
love this book.' - Nigella Lawson 'her best yetsuperb menus evoking place and
occasion with consummate elegance' - Financial Times Food Book of the Year at
the André Simon Food & Drink Book Awards 2019

Deliciously Ella Making Plant-Based Quick and Easy
Cook quick, delicious and nutritious one-tin meals that take the pressure off dinner.
10 MINUTES PREP. 30 MINUTES IN THE OVEN. The Quick Roasting Tin contains 75
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new all-in-one tin recipes from quick weeknight dinners to at-home lunchboxes and
family favourites. All meals take just 10 minutes to prep, and no longer than 30
minutes in the oven. Just chop a few ingredients, pop them into a roasting tin, and
kick back while the oven does the work. This book is perfect for anyone who wants
fresh, delicious, hassle-free food and minimal washing up! Praise for The Green
Roasting Tin: ‘This book will earn a place in kitchens up and down the country’
Nigella Lawson 'It's a boon for any busy household' Jay Rayner
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